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for the 'home' or 'idle' screen. Although most devices come with a default image, users can usually turn it into a custom file of their choosing. Mobile wallpapers are computer sized wallpapers for mobile devices such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants, or digital audio players. Its height is often greater than or equal to the width.
Wallpapers can usually be downloaded at no cost from various websites for modern phones (such as those running the Android, iOS, or Windows Phone operating systems). Modern smartphones allow users to use photos from the web; or photos taken with your phone's camera can be set as wallpaper. Wallpaper images are usually
copyrighted because many other digital images found on the Internet Wallpapers or backgrounds (also known as desktop wallpapers, desktop backgrounds, desktop images or desktop images on computers) are digital images (photos, images etc.) used as decorative backgrounds of graphical user interfaces on computer screens, mobile
communication devices or other electronic devices. On a computer it is usually for the desktop, while on the phone it is usually the background for the 'home' or 'idle' screen. Although most devices come with a default image, users can usually turn it into a custom file of their choosing. Mobile wallpapers are computer-sized wallpapers that
fit perfectly with mobile devices such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants or digital audio players. Its height is often greater than or equal to the width. Wallpapers can usually be downloaded at no cost from various websites for modern phones (such as those running the Android, iOS, or Windows Phone operating systems).
Modern smartphones allow users to use photos from the web; or photos taken with your phone's camera can be set as wallpaper. Wallpaper images are usually copyrighted because many other digital images are found in the Internet Series / Movie Wallpapers [Editor's Note: This article from 2007 describes how to create rounded corners
in Illustrator CS6 and earlier. If you use Illustrator CC, there are much easier methods, as Chad Chelius pointed out in his 2016 post, Working with Direct Shapes in Adobe Illustrator.] Rounding Multiple Angles I recently got a request from someone who wants to use Illustrator to create dynamically resizing buttons for websites. To
complicate matters, he wants the button style to be flexible enough that the left corner can be rounded, and the right angle can be a rectangular angle, or vice versa (Figure 1). Figure 1. I can't even begin to tell you how often I hear requests from people who want to round just a few corners of an object in Illustrator. (I can hear FreeHand
users giggling because FreeHand can do that.) So how do I do that? In short, I start with a regular rectangle. I use a fill with rounded corners are applied, and one without. Then I use the Transform effect to offset the fill slightly so that rounded corners are visible on one side only, or just above or below (Figure 2) Figure 2. Here are the
steps to do this yourself: More after after Jump! Continue reading below↓Free and See fewer Premium ads! Sign up and sign in today. Draw a rectangle. Fill it with your favorite colors. Use the Appearance pane to add a new fill. With the new content targeted, choose &gt; Stylize &gt; Round Corners. Do your job and give yourself some
nice round corners. (If you're working with text, use the options &gt; To Shape &gt; Round Square.) With the fill still targeted, choose Effect &gt; Distort &amp;amp; Transform &gt; Transform. Under the Move section, adjust your fill slightly so that it offsets the original body. Use horizontal gestures to add rounded corners to the left or right,
and vertical gestures to add rounded corners up or down. If you want everything to be centered, apply the Transform effect to another fill (no rounded corners) with the opposite setting. All your FreeHanders are still snickering because FreeHand can round only one corner, and the opposite angle. I have news for you. I can use the same
technique I just used to do just that: round a certain angle, some, or all. And of course, after that style, it is one click to apply it. Select Angle... Every Angle In Illustrator (more than just about other programs) there are always different ways to accomplish any design task. Some are more efficient than others. Some are easier to implement.
Each offers pros and cons and each offers benefits for specific design tasks. With that in mind, I offer my solution for creating a rectangle with rounded corners (or three) of your choice. Figure 3 is a rectangle that has rounded corners on two opposite sides. Figure 3. To create this shape, I created a normal rectangle and used the normal
Round Corners effect (under the Effect &gt; Stylize menu). I then added additional content, which has no rounded corners. With the second fill targeted, I applied a Transform effect that applied a 50% scale to the content, and I instructed Transform to be applied from a specific point of origin – the angle of my choice. This action effectively
covers rounded corners with square corners. Had I expanded the shape, the result would have looked like Figure 4. Figure 4. The key here is in the Transform effect. Let's see how I do this, step by step: Draw a rectangle. Apply the contents and remove the stroke. Choose Effects &gt; Style &gt; Round Angle and apply the effect. Through
the Appearance panel fly-out menu, add new content. With the new fill targeted, choose Effects &gt; Distort &amp;amp; Transform &gt; Transform. In the Scale section, set the Horizontal and Vertical values to 50%. Now for most importantly - using a 9-point proxy, select one of the 4 angles to apply the scale of (Figure 5). The angle you
choose will not have a rounded corner. Click OK to apply the effect. Figure 5. Duplicate the fill and double-click the Transform effect inside it Change the point of origin in the fill to specify another angle that should have a square angle. Repeat to add a third fill if you want. Your Appearance Pane should look like Figure 6.Figure 6. You can
save this as a Graphic Style so you can apply this with a single click. You can even create an entire library of styles that store different angles of objects as rounded, for any design task. Of course, these are all graphic styles with multiple fills and effects. And sometimes you only need one plain flat object with rounded corners. You can of
course draw your rectangle, quickly apply a style, expand the view, then use Pathfinder to create one final shape. But that's a lot of clicks. So having an action that will do all this for you with simple keyboard shortcuts is better. In fact, since the holidays are upon us, I have decided to give all my readers a dedicated gift. Two, actually. The
first is the GraphicAl Styles (Figure 7) library that you can download. This library contains a large number of styles with different rounded angle effects. All you need to do is load the style library and you're ready to do it. One click will give you a rounded corner of your choice. Feel free to adjust the parameters to your liking. I use a rather
large rounded angle setting, especially so that the preview in the Graphic Styles panel clearly shows each effect. Figure 7. The second downloadable reward is Actions that expand and combine their effects, leaving you with a flattened object. After you load Actions, you can use keyboard shortcuts I've assigned (Command-Shift-F12) or
you can apply your own shortcuts. Rounded Corners Graphic Styles Library Expands and Merges Actions You can also copy and paste any of these shapes into InDesign if you wish. Like.
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